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The great Greek conception that goodness is the end
and object of life, that the state exists to enable men
to realise and perfect the goodness in them, has been
lost to sight in much the same way.
It is clearly of vital importance that each genera-
tion should go through the great store-house of
human thought, see what is there, and judge for itself
what is really important and worth preserving.
Happily the art of writing, rendered more efficacious
by the art of printing, preserves from destruction the
profoundest conceptions that have once dawned on
the human mind. But writing and printing also
preserve less valuable products of thought in ever-
accumulating masses. The museum of literature
grows so vast that we spend our time in its chambers
lost in wonder and curiosity. This indestructible
store-house of treasures is defeating its own object
unless we compel ourselves to value the contents.
We are apt to get lost in the interest of knowing what
this man or that man has thought. Our primary
business is to think for ourselves how far what he
thought was the truth. We cannot evade this task.
Our thinking can never be done for us once for all.
Each generation must judge for itself what is more
or less true in recorded thought. And in making this
judgment each must remember the inexorable need
which drives him to judge. We can none of us evade
the necessity of action. Our mere inaction is affecting
the lives of others. How to act, not how to think, is
the ultimate problem of life. We are driven to thought
because we find that thought is the only guide for
action. Each man in each generation must employ
this as his test in taking stock of the heritage of
thought. When we ask ourselves which conceptions
are truer than others, we must in the last resort be
thinking how these conceptions will operate as a
guide to our conduct, and therefore as a guide which
we recommend others to follow.

